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Summary: "This book is essential for understandingthe early
national system of collegiate education in the United
States.Potts, one of a very small number of the leading
historians of higher education, has here pulled together an
indispensable sourcebook on Yale's Reports of 1828, perhaps the
most influential document of the era. Everyone seriously
interested in the origins of American colleges will want this book
for his library." - Stanley N. Katz , Director, Center for Arts and
Cultural Policy Studies, Woodrow Wilson School, Princeton
University "With this marvelous work of historical scholarship,
Potts makes Yale's Reports of 1828accessible not only by the act
of reprinting but also by undertaking the scholarly work of
placing this document into context and rightly insisting upon its
continuing relevance to liberal learning, which we now reference
as critical thinking.Too often caricatured, the Yale documentis
foundational for the liberal arts tradition in the United States. It
ranks in importance with Charles W. Eliot's "InauguralAddress"
(1869) as president of Harvard and Harvard's postwar faculty
report, General Education in a Free Society (1945). Together,
these documents are fundamental for any consideration of...
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A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It can be rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. I am just
happy to explain how this is the very best ebook i actually have read within my individual existence and could be he
finest book for ever.
-- Cydney Ha nd-- Cydney Ha nd

Excellent e-book and useful one. It can be rally intriguing throgh looking at time period. Once you begin to read the
book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Pa squa le K locko-- Pa squa le K locko
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